AESCULAP AG, TUTTLINGEN
DIRECTIONS AND SITE MAP
**COMING FROM STUTTGART**
- Autobahn A81 direction Singen
- Exit 36 “Tuningen”
- Turn right onto B523 direction Tuttlingen (ca. 15 km)
- Turn right at the first traffic light (signposted “AESCULAP-Platz”)
- Get into right-hand lane and take first exit off roundabout
- Get into left-hand lane. After ca. 200 m, you will see the Aesculap main entrance on the left-hand side

**COMING FROM ZÜRICH – KLOTEN**
- Direction St. Gallen/Winterthur E41/E60/A1/A4
- Go past exit Winterthur-Wülflingen and continue direction Schaffhausen E41/A4
- Direction Singen (border crossing Thayngen) E41/E54/15
- After passing through Bietingen turn left onto A81 Stuttgart/Singen
- At intersection Hegau E41/A81 direction Stuttgart
- Autobahn A81 direction Stuttgart
- Exit 38 “Geisingen”
- Turn right onto B311 direction Immendingen/Tuttlingen (ca. 20 km)
- Get into right-hand lane. You will see the Aesculap main entrance on the right-hand side

**ADDRESS FOR NAVIGATION SYSTEM**
Christian-Scheerer-Straße
78532 Tuttlingen
HOW TO FIND US

- **AESCULAPIUM**
- **Aesculap AG**
- **Technical Service (ATS)**
- **Benchmark Factory**
- **Logistics**
- **Innovation Factory**
- **Railway station**
- **Main entrance**
- **P**
- **Innovation Factory**
- **Entrance**
- **From B 311 Exit 38 Geisingen**
- **From B 523 Exit 36 Tuningen**
- **From Ulm / Stockach**
- **BKK Aesculap**
- **Museum Asklepios**

**From**

- **Ulm / Stockach**
- **Exit 36 Tuningen**
- **Exit 38 Geisingen**
Railway station